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THE STEUBEN PROJECT= SCULPTURES IN CRYSTAL 
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PREFAC E 
Full lead crystal is an unusually beautiful material 

and the crystal produced by Steuben Glass is a 

most wondrous substance indeed. 

Since the turn of the century, Steuben has been 

creating obiects that epitomize the highest ideals 

of excellence. For generations it hos been iustifia

bly regarded as the quintessential American glass 

Steuben crystal displays an unparalleled purity 

and brilliance, qualities that are a tribute to the 

science of glassmaking. Yet, the inherent beauty of 

the glass is only half of the story. No matter how 

skillful the work of the chemist, it is the vision of 

the artist that is essential in bringing the medium 

to its fu I lest potentio I. 

'-"The Steuben Proiect" exhibition is about this mar

riage of artistic vision and glossmaking technology. 

For almost two years, three gifted artists-Peter 

Aldridge, David Dowler, and Eric Hilton-hove 

been working with the full technical support of 

Steuben to create a remarkable collection of 

sculptures that are the most complex, personally 

expressive, and beautiful works ever rendered in 

crystal. To emphasize the importance and unique

ness of this occamplishment, Steuben hos decided 

to premiere these sculptures at a gallery location 

outside of its famous Fifth Avenue showroom, a 

h istorica I event in itself. 

The selection of the Heller Gallery as the site for 

"The Steuben Proiect" exh ibition is significant. For 

the post fifteen years, the gallery has focused on 

the achievements of the new breed of independent 

studio glass artists. The works typically exh 1b1ted 

at Heller reflect a gallery philosophy of letting the 

artist's vision reign supreme. The endorsement of 

this concept of individual expression by a company 

with as distinct a design aesthetic as Steuben is 

extremely unusual. It is evidence of the flex1b1lity 

and 1nnovot1ve thinking that allows Steuben to 

thrive as a living tradition . 

It 1s with understandable pride that the Heller 

Gallery collaborates with Steuben in presenting 

this landmark exhibition 

Douglas Heller 

Director, Heller Gallery 





INTRODUCTION 
There was much discussion in the post-World War 

II decades of C. P. Snow's The Two Cultures and 

the Scientific Revolution. Snow was perceived as 

a corrective to the quasi-insane infatuation (and 

trust) with all that was "science." Reason at least 

demanded an equal emphasis on the humanities

the study of the classics of our tradition. 

The Two Cultures, then, broadly speaking, the 

arts and the sciences, were to be viewed not as 

antagonists, or even in competition with one 

another. Rather, a kind of benign and creative 

harmony between the two was envisaged by 

Snow, himself a scientist and novelist. 

At Steuben the artists, especially those seen here, 

'are expected, unconsciously perhaps, to bear the 

brunt of the Two Cultures, artists whose tools and 

material are state of the art engineering . They 

must take the practical application of their knowl

edge of glass technology and fashion from it a 

purely aesthetic experience . 

Glass is a liquid that solidifies when brought 

down to room temperature. And it is as liquid 

that we regard it with amazement. That being 

so, it is no surprise that many of Steuben's great

est designs in its first eighty years of experience 

have been depictions of water, the sea, and ice. 

Moby Dick, sails, swans-all encompass man's 

maritime imaginings. 

Another quality of crystal that Steuben artists 

have been intrigued with, especially in recent 

years, is the breakdown of natural light into its 

components, sometimes as still as rainbows, 

other times as fiery flashes of brilliant color. 

am tempted to claim for crystal the impossible 

designation "Perpetual Motion Machine"-despite 

the fact that it has no moving parts. 

In these days of the enshrinement of democratic 

values, one might well ask, How does the rarity 

and expense of Steuben crystal justify itself? (not 

that it has to). The answer is that anyone can 

"own" a piece of crystal sculpture by simply view

ing and remembering it. High culture, always the 

province of an aristocracy, can only flourish out 

of the way of the marketplace. What is new in 

our own time is the immediacy with which such 

information (serial music, abstract painting) is 

made available to the wider public. Thus the 

paradoxical nature of Steuben's presence in 

American life-while few may own it, the perfec

tion of its crystal and the forms that inhabit it are 

part of our aesthetic consciousness, an exemplar 



against which other manufactured production can 

be tested (and thus the wider usefulness of keep

ing to a high standard). 

The fascination with crystal is basic and its claim 

on our attention is immediate. Crystal's purity 

and crispness of outline are-to the naked eye

like little else in nature . Indeed, except for the 

flawless faceted diamond (as much an artifact as 

pure lead crystal ), it stands alone as a symbol of 

the attainment of on ultimate perfection. 

Cezanne in the lost decodes of the 19th century, 

and, after him, the Cubists and Futurists , located 

their challenge to traditional representation of 

the world with a new and honest sense of the 

complexity and multiplicity of outlines . It always 

comes as a shock when we first realize that all 

drawing and pointing of the figure, no matter 

how " reol1st1c , " employs the convention of a 

linear outline . In the world as it is, there ore no 

outlines; there ore only shifts and shadows, turns 

and tremblings . Crystal delights us in port be

cause of its outline-like nothing in nature-a 

symbol of purity and perfection, a unique place 

1n which the Two Cultures of C. P. Snow ore 

equally dominant . 

The current exhibition , "The Steuben Project: 

Sculptures in Crystal," honors the studio work of 

three young artists, each of whom hos been at 

Steuben for a decode or so. It is as artists in 

their own right, presenting unique works, that 

Peter Aldridge, David Dowler, and Eric Hilton 

think of themselves, and it was as artists that they 

come to the attention of Steuben. Hired to "think 

out loud" about the product manufactured at 

Steuben, they ore responsible for much of the 

best work it hos produced in the post decode. 

Their work for the solesrooms of Steuben is 

known as "production," while, sensibly enough, 

that which they continue to make in their own 

time and studios is called "non-production" work, 

or, in common lingo, sculpture. 

Among the Steuben artists under discussion, Peter 

Aldridge comes closest to being the Platonic 

"scientist," the lover of pure i nformotion for its 

own sake, thereby inverting the aesthetic position 

so in and out of favor in the post hundred 

years-Whistler's "art for art's sake." But, naive 

as we might be to the "labyrinths of mathematical 

innuendo," as one writer on Aldridge's work hos 

put it (which to one ear sounds like the "dirty 

secrets of science"), we know instantly when 

confronted with it that something extraordinary is 

afoot And, in a sense, that is all the public 

needs to know to participate in his vision, to 

enjoy the clearness and depth, both real and 

trompe l'oeil, and the prismatic flashes of fire 

and lightning that illuminate his icy journey. 

It was, among many other qualities, the trans

parency and illusion of gloss that turned Aldridge 

toward the medium. A sculptor in his native 

England, he both studied and later taught at 

London's Royal College of Art. There he become 

familiar with all of the new and traditional 

sculptor's materials and methods. He hos said 



that he likes to work in glass because it is the 

only material with a visible inner dimension : "A 

paradoxical medium, both flowing and static, at 

once there and not 'there, it can be transformed 

into frozen moments of time." And at Steuben, 

freezing moments in time describes the work, not 

only for the three artists we honor with this exhi

bition, but for its creative design aesthetic . 

The romantic nature of David Dowler's work and 

person does not leap out at the viewer at first 

glimpse, but gradually becomes apparent in the 

sculptural and textural aspects of his construc

tions. In spite of Steuben's firm tradition of clear, 

highly polished surfaces, and in defiance of 

them, Dowler's surfaces are as likely to put us in 

mind of windblown sand or (in the same piece) 

the rough knots of linen hopsacking It is the 

lively badinage between the rough and the 

smooth, the clear crystal and aerated, that gives 

his work its poetry. There is also a pronounced 

sense of personnoges in his wall pieces ; for 

instance, a male and a female con be descried 

" in his current showing. As with much of the best 

abstract art of this century, landscapes and fig

ures lurk below but near the surface, near enough 

to make us comfortable by giving us a "handle," 

a way in which to open the door to a contempo

rary sensibility. 

Dowler's natural attraction to Hegelian logic can 

be gleaned from his work and conversation . Of 

all Steuben's artists, his is the greatest interest in 

the instincts and opinions of the workers on the 

floor. "The factory is my studio" is his way of 

articulating his strong attachment to the methods 

of manufacturing from which he draws much of 

his inspiration. 

On the shortest day of the year, I found myself in 

Eric Hilton's world of northern lights and darkling 

skies in the hills above Corning. After a fine 

meal of Flemish stew, Eric showed us his studio, 

filled with work in progress, as one might expect 

with an exhibition in view. It was in the final 

hour of the visit that it all came together in a 

brilliant slide show interconnecting his work with 

pictures of his native heath, the mystic lochs and 

moors of northern Scotland, a setting steeped in 

natural beauty and rich history 

Hilton 's magic is in his synthesis of the dramatic 

light of his native landscape with the highly 

compressed and contained simulacrum of purest 

crystal. It is as if Eric Hilton, one of nature's 

hotheads, has taught himself that his story can 

best be told with restraint-in a cool recollection 

of epiphanies. The drama of containment in his 

work strictly limits the permission he gives himself 

for fantasy and decorativeness Rather than 

pointing to absences, his work revels in essences. 

His slide show moves seamlessly from shots of his 

own work to acutely seasonal photographs of 

northern Scottish landscape-far, middle, and 

close to . It is as if the Book of Kells were re-seen 

from nature, its ways of patterning derived and 

essentialized in his inner world. 

Henry Geldzahler 
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PETER ALDRIDGE 
I work with light in much the same way a musician 

uses sound. The underlying mathematica I prog res

sion of individual notes, the multiplicity of over

laying rhythms, tonal range, and chromatic 

intervals all have their parallels when composing 

with light. 

The obiects I make have an inherent mathematical 

progression, iust as a musical instrument has pro

portion in its fingerboard and precision in its con

struction, both critical to the sound it produces. 

In developing this language of visual harmonics, 

certain combinations of measurement are more 

visually acceptable than others. In the same 

manner musical intervals affect the ear, intervals 

of light affect the eye. 

The pure geometry of light necessitates an ex

traordinary medium to bring out the subtleties of its 

visual energy. The transparency of glass, and in 

particular the purity of Steuben crystal, exem

plifies this unique ability to internalize light. 

Indeed, this is the only material with a visual 

inner dimension, affording the sculptor insight to 

the very essence of shape, transcending formal 

aesthetic convention. The constant movement and 

slight shifts in the frequencies that make up visible 

light pose mystery and paradox and are rich in 

metaphor. 

This recent work, "Figures," is an attempt to 

dismiss the distanced viewpoint of a conceptual 

scale and to have each work confront the viewer 

directly as an equal entity. 



PLATE I • 

FIGURES ECHO 

77" HIGH 



PLATE 2 • FIGURES ECHO (close-up) • 77" HIGH 



PLATE 3 • FIGURES SENTINEL • 65 3/•" HIGH 



PLATE 4 • FIGURES GNOMON • 62 /• "HIGH 



PLATE 5 • HARMONIC SEQUENCE 3 3 3 • 15" WIDE 



PLATE 6 • FIGURES SILENT SISTER • 75 !12 " HIGH 



PLATE 7 · FIGURES MIDI • 65 • "HI G H 



PLATE 8 • METRONOME • 25" HIGH 



PLATE 9 • 

FIGURES ALTO 

77 1•" HIGH 



DAVID DOWLER 
Glass is matter-of-fact like steel or stone, but it 

is fragile-its meaning and presence elusive. 

I imbue my work with self-sufficiency to armor it 

to life's dangers and mysteries. I protect these 

fleeting images so they can communicate some 

new experience to others. These sculptures com

bine two elements working in unison, image and 

framework, glass and a second material together 

creating a complete object. Here expression and 

meaning are one. 

My work is an exploration into what glass is, 

what glass does, and its capacity for expression. 

Exploration denotes some imaginative process 

and a w1ll1ngness to accept a variety of results 

beyond one's first theories. I try to pursue the 

beautiful element of unreason as a catalyst to 

imagination. What seems like visual illogicalness 

is to me an emblem of the spiritual forces of 

imagination-the random event that one only 

needs imagination to permit making a connection 

with conscious effort. 

Glass is a complex medium. It can be worked in 

many material states: cut, cast, blown, and sand

blasted . This complexity can lead to technical 

and expressive opportunities for the artist, al

though interest in the technique itself sometimes 

clouds the viewer's appreciation. 

It is my aim in these works to create descriptions 

of the clear and translucent states of glass, hop

ing they will become definitions of a glassy 

presence. 



PLATE 10 • E"ICOJRAt-,FMFNT & O~D R • J "HI ,r< 



PLATE 11 • PHRASES • 30" HIGH (WALL-MOUNTED) 



PLATE 12 · CARTOUCHE · 26 "HIGH (WALL-MOUNTED 



PLATE 13 • TOTEMS TOTEM I • 13 1/2' HIGH TOTEM Ill • 17 31•" HIGH 



TOTEM II • 12 ,"HIGH 



PLATE 14 • POETRY PRECISION & FATE • 24" HIGH 



PLATE 15 • DIRECTIONAL RESPONSE • 35" HIGH 



PLATE 16 • PRECISION & IMPACT • 361/2' HIGH 



PLATE 17 • LENS OBJECT • 16 ,4• WIDE 



ERIC HILTON 
It is within a seamless holistic framework that my 

creative endeavors are pursued. It is my belief 

that certain places on the earth call to us as if 

they are attuned to certain modes of spiritual 

consciousness. During each year, I visit the remote 

northwest of Scotland in order to reinvigorate 

connections. Here the distant echo of man's first 

awareness can be heard. The fluorescence of the 

northern lights flash amongst the stars. Some 

primeval galactic memory stirs as if a chord has 

been struck, while the unhindered wind moans 

amongst the ancient stone circles like a land

locked spirit wishing to break free. Moonlight 

reflected around dark islands resembles black 

holes consumed by molten silver. There is a jux

taposition between fragility and strength, with 

our perception of order and chaos being ques

tioned. Everywhere there abounds the visual 

rhythms of our planet and its relationship to the 

cosmos. Every mystery solved unlocks another. 

The land can resemble a frail skin stretched over 

another existence beyond our own. 

As we view the complex universe of inner and 

outer space perhaps we in turn are viewed by 

structures too remote for us even to contemplate. 

Within this perceived framework, we pursue our 

tasks. In my work, the materia I is the messenger. 

To this end, I combine the transient and the static, 

juxtaposing time and space, erasing boundaries 

to suggest regeneration, rebirth, and the eternal 

present in all things. 



PLATE 18 • BEGINNING r)F THE BEGINNING · 9 "HIGH 





PLATE 19 • SILVER DARLING · 50" LONG 



PLATE 20 • NO END NO ENDING • 281/4' LONG 



P ATE 21 • 

LIGHT BIRD ALIGNMENT 

68" HIGH 



PLATE 22 • SINGULARITY • 39" HIGH 



PLATE 23 • THRESHOLD • 48" LONG 



PLATE 24 • TIME'S ARROW • 46" HIGH 



PLATE 25 • A WAY THROUGH TIME • 36" LONG 



BIOGRAPHIES 
PETER ALDRIDGE 

EDUCATION: Royal College of Art, London 

FELLOWSHIPS : 

National Endowment for the Arts, 1983 

New York Foundation for the Arts, 1987 

EXHIBITIONS: 

Baskerville & Watson Gallery, New York 

Downey Museum of Art, Downey, California 

Glass Art Gallery, Toronto 

Great American Gallery, Atlanta 

Louisville Art Gallery, Kentucky 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge 

National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo and Kyoto 

Oakland Museum, California 

Rockwell Museum, Corning, New York 

Royal College of Art at Seibo, Tokyo 

Suomen Lasimuseo, Riihimaki, Finland 

Waterloo Place and Casson Galleries, London 

Young Gallery, San Jose, California 

SELECTED COLLECTIONS : 

Corning Museum of Glass, Corning, New York 

Kunstsammlungen der Veste Coburg, West Germany 

Museum fur Kunst und Gewerbe, Hamburg 

Wakefield Museum, England 

Victoria and Albert Museum , London 

DAVID DOWLER 

EDUCATION: Syracuse University Schoo l of Art 

EXHIBITIONS: 

American Craft Museum, New York 

Cooper-Hewitt Museum, New York 

Corning Museum of Glass, Corning, New York 

Downey Museum of Art, Downey, California 

Habatat Gallery, Detroit, Michigan 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York 

Musee des Arts Decoratifs, Paris 

National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo and Kyoto 

Philadelphia College of Art, Pennsylvania 

Renwick Gallery, Washington, D.C. 

Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, New York 

Rockwell Museum, Corning, New York 

Young Gallery, San Jose, California 

SELECTED COLLECTIONS: 

Brooklyn Museum of Art, New York 

Corning Museum of Glass, Corning, New York 

Hokkaido Museum of Modern Art, Sapporo, Japan 

Leigh Yawkey Woodson Art Museum, Wausau, Wisconsin 

Musee des Arts Decoratifs, Paris 

Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas City, Missouri 

Toledo Museum of Art, Ohio 



ERIC HILTON 

EDUCATION : Edinburgh College of Art 

GRANTS and FELLOWSHIPS 

National Endowment for the Arts 

Architectural Research Grant, 1980 

National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship , 1981 

EXHIBITIONS : 

Art Gallery of Greater Victoria, Canada 

Birmingham College of Art, England 

Downey Museum of Art, Downey, California 

Edinburgh College of Art, Scotland 

Huntington Galleries, Huntington, West Virginia 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York 

Musee des Arts Decoratifs, Paris 

Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago 

New Vision and Grosvenor Galleries, London 

Otari Memorial Art Museum, Nishinomiya, Japan 

University of Victoria, Canada 

Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, Richmond 

SELECTED COLLECTIONS 

Corning Museum of Gloss, Corning, New York 

Hokkaido Museum of Modern Art, Sapporo, Japan 

Lowe Art Museum, Coral Gables, Florida 

Musee des Arts Decoratifs, Lausanne, Switzerland 

Pilkington Glass Museum, Liverpool, England 
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THE STEUBEN PROJECT= SCULPTURES IN CRYSTAL 
PRI C E LI ST 

PLATE TITLE PRICE 

PETER ALDRIDGE I, 2 FIGURES ECHO $50' 000 
3 FIGURES SENTINEL 55,000 
4 FIGURES GNOMON 25,000 
5 HARMONIC SEQUENCE 3 3·3 21 ,000 
6 FIGURES SILENT SISTER 75 000 
7 FIGURES MIDI 30,000 
8 METRONOME 31 ,000 
9 FIGURES ALTO 32 500 

DAVID DOWLER 10 ENCOURAGEMENT & ORDER I 0 500 
11 PHRASES 4 500 
12 CARTOUCHE 3 500 
13 TOTEMS 20,000 
14 POETRY PRECISION & FATE 19,500 
15 DIRECTIONAL RESPONSE 40,000 
16 PRECISION & IMPACT 18,500 
17 LENS OBJECT I I ,500 

ERIC HILTON 18 BEGINNING OF THE BEGINNING 17,500 
19 SILVER DARLING 57 500 
20 NO END NO ENDING 22,500 
21 LIGHT BIRD ALIGNMENT 53, 750 
22 SINGULARITY 35,000 
23 THRESHOLD 72, 500 
24 TIME'S ARROW 35,000 
25 A WAY THROUGH TIME 30,000 
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